Liste der unabhängigen kritischen Student*innen
an der Universität Passau (LUKS)

What is LUKS?
LUKS (Liste der unabhängigen kritischen Student*innen) is an independent group of students who want to change the political plurality of the University of Passau. Unlike any other
similar group, we are independent of any political organization or party. Our aim is to autonomously discuss, criticize and realize ideas
together. We believe that it isn‘t the monetary
and political backing of larger political parties,
but rather the commitment and ideas of students at the grass root level that can help realize this to aim. We stand firmly against racism,
bigotry, sexism and any other exclusionary
movements. We stand for self-determination,
democratization of education and universities,
and more solidarity within society.
In this booklet you can find more information
about topics that are especially important to
us.

Racism kills
Our life is marked by nationalistic and racist
ideas: Shelters for refugees are being burnt,
politicans discuss numbers and finance, extreme right- wing supporting fraternities spread
hateful thoughts and the annoying aunt saying
the „we“ can‘t take „them all“ just in. We find
less reflected associations with the idea of borders and nations everywhere. National states
are just a theoretical construct which can‘t be
more important than life. This means to us,
that everyone should have the right to move
free around the world and that we do not accept different priorities of life. We will not be
silent when we notice racist structures and actions- at University but also in society at large.

Break the bond of the Students
Colour your life queer
A lot of people believe in the classification of
everyone into two genders and assign specific gender roles and attitudes which go a long
with that. In our opinon, there are more than
two genders which are not connected to any
sex. But most of all the attachment of certain
behavioral traits to a specific sex is harmful.
This happens during several instances; for example in the discussion about beauty norms,
career choice, wages, sexual violence and a
good deal more. We want to try to break free
of these pattern of thought and fight against
sexism.

In course of the democratization of post-war
Germany a student union legitimized by law
(Verfasste Student*innenschaft) was included
in the law of university issues. Bavaria disposed of it and therefore to this date it is the only
state that refuse students the opportunity of
democratic self- organization and self-administration.
That means that we can‘t organize ourselves as
an independent Student Union with our own
contribution. We are not allowed to have our
own independent BaFoeG- counseling, manage funds for student projects, to negotiate the
semester bus ticket ourselves, express (University related) political opinions and participate
in the organization of the University.
We demand a Student Union legitimized by law
so we can appropriately organize our selves.

Frame education
democratically!
The only way to a functional education is to
organize it equally and with everyone. The opportunity to participate in framing education is
often refused to students. We are not allowed
to participate democratically as a self- organized part of the university, because Bavaria is
the only state without a student union legitimized by law. Co determination in committees
is not possible if one status group (professors)
has the absolute majority of other groups (students, scientific assistants).
We want a student union legitimized by law,
codetermination on a basis of parity in all
committees of the university, a student vicepresident and less power to the board of the
University.

Solidary learning and working
At University, a lot of people come together. We
as students are just one amongst them. There
are Professors, Scientific Assistants, Technicians, Administrative staff, Chefs...and also students working on campus. The conditions of
employment at universities are abysmal! Bad
pay, short and restricted contracts of employment, and pressure on University Directors to
think more and more economically. These are
just a few of the problems that already or will
shortly apply to all of us.
Let‘s stand together so we can make the University a place where we gladly learn, teach
and research! But also we should not forget
that there are schools, kindergartens and other
social institutions which have similar problems.

Removal of capital
influences
on Education
In the last few years, Universities have been
radically restructured. Science and Education
has lost its inherent focus on knowledge, and
the focus has shifted to gaining commercial
benefit. In order to survive, Universities are in
permanent competition and in pressure to perform continuously. This hampers the educational environment. Third Party Funding takes
away the autonomy of critical thinking and research. We demand democratic institutions of
education, abolition of the forceful of grades,
exams and achievement and financing without
any third-party funds or fees.

War starts at university
With our research, we do not want to support
the State‘s military interest. We truly believe
that a University has to work on the urgent
problems of our society and should contribute
to a peaceful, social, democratic and ecologic
development- independent of and critical to
supposed national political „pressure“. Often
research is founded by Military Institutions covertly, and even the staff is unaware about the
exact nature of their work.
We demand a legally bounded civil- and transparency clause.

Competition is a threat to
independent science
The goal of science and education should be
to improve the living standards and conditions of people. Therefore, research and teaching should be carried out independent of
monetary interests. At present, universities
are deeply dependent on aid money which is
determined for specific projects by the companies and state; these are calledthird-party
funds(Drittmittel). This leads to the a situation
where scientists can‘t decide freely about the
methods and goals of their research. Universities start viewing them as part of the company,
as people who have to provide financial returns and a return on investment.
We demand funding in universities to be independent of specific projects, so that universities can concentrate on free research and
education.

Our events in SoSe16
O-week Bar
at frei*raum 7pm

04.04.16

LUKS & Friends
at NK 204 8pm

09.05.16

Movie night & food
at frei*raum 7pm
06.04.16

LUKS & Friends
at NK 204 8pm

13.06.16

LUKS & Friends
at NK 204 8pm

LUKS & Friends
at NK 204 8pm

11.07.16

18.04.16

Lecture: „Was ist die
Uni?“ at HS4 8pm
25.04.16

Elections for Senat &
Students Parliament 22.07.16

